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The NPL Markets platform allows buyers and sellers to
upload standard data files with loan-level data for validation,
due diligence and pricing. The upload will succeed and will
generate meaningful high-level valuation results if the
uploaded data tape is in standard format and a minimum
number of data fields are provided. Where data do not follow
the standard of the EBA NPL template, data providers can
use the data mapping tool of NPL Markets to create a
standard data file. This best practice guide explains the data
format and minimum data requirements of the platform.
Data formats and requirement can change over time and we
recommend checking our platform and website for further
notices. The data standard implemented by the NPL Markets
platform follows the EBA NPL template with some
modifications. Importantly, we do not require all fields
defined by EBA as critical to be delivered. In our experience,
most existing portfolios meet our minimum requirements
and a key benefit of the platform is to support the data
preparation and to test the impact of additional information
provided on pricing. We first describe the EBA NPL template.
Second, we define the minimum data fields required to
upload a transaction. Finally, we explain the important fields
required for a meaningful initial valuation and comment on
additional data that could improve the pricing further. Figure
1 summarizes the best practice step when delivering data to
the platform.

Figure 1: Best practice guide on uploading data to NPL Markets.
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The EBA NPL data template
The European Banking Authority published a loan-level data template in late 2017 to
facilitate transaction of non-performing loan (NPL) transactions and a slightly revised
template in September 2018 (EBA 2018). The template was published to create a
common data standard for the screening, due diligence and valuation of NPL
transactions with the aim to make the secondary market for European NPL more
efficient by overcoming information asymmetries between buyers and sellers.

Figure 2: Importance of data fields in EBA NPL template

The EBA NPL template aims to cover most bank loan asset classes including
residential and commercial mortgages, corporate loans and SME, unsecured
consumer loans, leasing and asset-based finance as well as specialized finance.
Across all asset classes, EBA has defined 441 fields of which 155 fields are deemed
critical plus 11 identifiers (Figure 2). The use of the EBA NPL template is currently not
mandatory. Figure 3 shows the 17 data tables of the EBA NPL template.

Figure 3: Data tables in the EBA NPL template.
A table called Portfolio contains the name and cutoff date.
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The modified NPL Markets data template
The NPL Markets template follows the EBA NPL standard with some modifications.
We add a few data fields that are useful for investors to conduct their valuation.
Examples of added fields include cash in court, mortgage type, the guarantee type or
the percentage ownership of the property in case of shared ownership. The
counterparty table in EBA includes counterparties that are borrowers, guarantors or
tenants, respectively. We disentangle the counterparty table and create three separate
tables for the three counterparty roles. We also extract guarantees from the
Non-Property Collateral table, which is in line with current market practice and hence
facilitates the delivery and mapping of existing non-standard data sets. These
adjustments are done for convenience to help data providers map their existing data
set. Data providers are free to adjust their own data format or submit data in the
published EBA format. The user with our support can then map the data to the
platform format prior to upload using the data mapping tool of NPL Markets.
The detailed data dictionary used by the NPL Markets is available for download on the
platform. Tables and fields that are added to the EBA template are highlighted.

Minimum data requirements of the NPL Markets platform
We do not adopt the EBA classification of fields as critical as we noticed too many
critical fields missing in existing data sets. Meaningful initial valuation work can be
done without some EBA critical fields. We do not advocate the use of sparse data sets
as more information will result in better pricing, but users can work on the platform
with their data at hand prior to completing their data collection and enrichment effort.
Much of the information required in the EBA NPL template is not readily available in
bank loan source systems. Hence, collecting additional data comes at a material cost.
A meaningful indicative pricing exercise and feasibility study can be conducted with
50 to 80 data fields, i.e. a fraction of the number of fields EBA classifies as critical. The
exact number of most important fields depends on the asset class with secured loans
having additional information requirements on the collateral. The NPL Markets
platform requires consistent identifiers and a legal claim amount to accept a loan on
the platform. The barrier to entry is kept deliberately low so that data providers can
check their existing data sets with the validation and valuation tools provided and can
add data incrementally before deciding to publish a portfolio to investors.
We provide guidance as to which fields have the largest impact on pricing. Figures 4
and 5 show that a meaningful pricing exercise may only require around 50 data fields.
An additional 140 fields are used in the valuation algorithms and hence can improve
the pricing if available. The remaining 250 fields from EBA are still relevant and all
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fields proposed by EBA add valuable insight. However, the platform will not be able to
change the pricing based on those remaining fields at the current state of
development. As the pricing algorithm improves and more countries are on-boarded
we expect more data fields to be used. The remaining fields add value now as part of
a qualitative expert assessment of the individual loan and borrower situation.

Figure 4: Importance of different data fields NPL Markets

Which information is most important? The identifiers (ID) are critical for the correct
relational structure of the data. For example, if a loan is shown with a borrower X, then
this borrower ID for X must be present in the counterparty table. If not, the portfolio
will fail the validation tests and be prevented from upload to the platform. If certain
numerical or choice fields have improper, unlikely or missing values, then the portfolio
will not be rejected, but a warning or error message will be given in the validation log
file. Hence, the NPL Platform will help the user to create the best possible data tape
with the available information. The platform only rejects portfolios for manifest errors
in the relational structures of the data. All other errors and warnings will be listed in the
validation output, but a preliminary valuation will be technically possible for all pools
that pass the validation.
Important portfolio value drivers are the existence, nature, location, rank and value of
collateral and guarantees as well as the legal nature and location of the borrower and
guarantors. Performing loans or loans subject to forbearance arrangements or
payment plans require detailed cash flow information (e.g. interest rates and
amortization schedules), whereas the originally contracted cash flows will not be as
relevant where the loan is non-performing and has been terminated. Historical
collections are important, but may not enter the valuation automatically. Please refer
to our article on the collection of historical recovery data for more detail (NPL Markets
2019, Collecting historical recovery data). The nature, age and stage of the legal
process and court location is important including the details of a court-auction driven
foreclosures of property collateral.
Many fields are only important conditional on the situation. For instance, if a property
is currently in preparation of the third auction, then the details of the first auction are
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no longer important. The latest collateral value is more important than the initial value.
Cross collateralization and cross default provisions may be important for large
corporate borrower groups, but are rarely available or relevant for small company
loans or loans to individuals. Third-party pari passu liens or detailed covenants are
important for commercial real estate loans but are rarely available or relevant for
residential mortgages. Figure 5 shows those fields that the platform deems most
important for valuation. The list excludes the 140 additional fields that the platform
currently uses for valuation.
In summary, most users find that uploading of their existing non-standard data sets
meets the minimum data requirements of the platform resulting in meaningful online
analytics and initial valuation estimates. Non-standard portfolios uploaded to our data
mapping tools are not required to have the same table structure as that specified by
EBA. The tool will generate the required table structure automatically. However, if
certain data is provided at a different level of aggregation than that required by the
template, a bespoke preprocessing of the data may be required. For instance, if
property valuations are provided at a court-determined lot level, but the mortgage
table relates loans to individual properties, then additional business rules are required
to allocate the lot-level court values to individual properties. The NPL Markets platform
currently provides the bespoke data preprocessing and standardization service free of
charge subject to review and fair use restrictions.
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Figure 5: Main fields required for initial valuation work

To access our data mapping and validation tools and upload portfolios to the NPL
Markets platform as part of a free trial, please contact us on
https://www.nplmarkets.com/contact.

Disclaimer
This paper contains confidential information about NPL Markets, current at the date hereof. This
presentation is not intended to provide the sole basis for evaluating NPL Markets and should not be
considered as a recommendation with respect to it or any other matter.
This document and the information contained herein are not an offer of securities for sale in the United
States and are not for publication or distribution to persons in the United States (within the meaning of
Regulation S under the United States Securities Act of 1933, as amended).
This presentation and the information contained herein does not constitute or form part of any (i) offer
or invitation or inducement to sell or issue, or any solicitation of any offer to purchase or subscribe for,
any securities or (ii) invitation or inducement to engage in investment activity within the meaning of
Section 21 of the United Kingdom Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, as amended, nor shall any
part of this presentation nor the fact of its distribution form part of or be relied on in connection with
any contract or investment decision relating thereto.
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